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Abstract— The covid19 pandemic today has made our 

children do their education at home and it makes 

another problem for parents to educate their children. 

This paper gives the solution by designing the model of 

learning where for currently will limit only in Math 

subject and have plans for implementation in many 

subjects as well. The proposed model of learning will be 

designed in games where can attract the students to 

learn by playing the game, and unconsciously, they will 

learn math while they play the games. The 

implementation of math learning using games will make 

the way to learn in fun and entertainment ways and at 

the end of the day, it will improve the student's math 

knowledge. The games model was designed with a use 

case diagram that shows the process of the mobile game 

activities, the User interface as prototyping the 

implementation and using a class diagram for database 

model design. Making this mobile game application 

better than features such as user feedback, user rating, 

and forum are added as a complement to make it user-

friendly mobile games application. 

 
Index Terms— Mobile game application, Electronic 

Learning, Mobile Learning, Primary School mobile 

game 

I. INTRODUCTION 

S we enter the technology era, almost 

everything’s changed, and we want to improve 
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our next generation by learning not just in school, but 

we want them to learn outside school too. The Internet 

is playing a big role in children’s s life nowadays as 

they prefer to use and interact with the content and 

images on the screen rather than books and papers 

[21]. We know learning subjects at school can be quite 

stressful for kids, and that’ s why we want to develop 

an e-learning app that is focusing on math subject s 

with the concept “educational games”. E-learning (or 

eLearning) is a platform in the form of electronic 

media that focuses on education [19], [9]. E-learning 

includes various types of media that enable students 

to learn through videos, audios, text, images, 

animation, and many more [20]. 

E-learning is advantageous for students. There are 

several benefits to online learning [7]. With online 

learning, students can access the content everywhere 

and anywhere they are with an unlimited number of 

times. There are days when the student could not 

attend school/lecture, so they have to learn the topic on 

their own. With E-learning, students do not have to 

worry about the lessons they have missed. Learning 

online also makes student in synchronizing with 

modern learners. With E-learning, students could 

access updated content with more creative concepts 

and ideas, unlike books. Another benefit of online 

learning is that it saves time. Students can define their 
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speed of learning instead of waiting or following the 

speed of their peers. Each student has different 

abilities to think and study. One might not want to 

cover this specific area anymore but others need to 

focus on that area, which is a total waste of waiting 

time. Students also do not have to travel to the learning 

value as they can sit on their desks comfortably at 

home. 

It is tremendously important to start early on a 

child’s education, as there is a long-term benefit that 

can have an impact on their future [10]. The 

application focuses on math because math is one of 

the most challenging subjects for students [1]. 

Therefore, developing an E-Learning for math will 

change the perspective of students when learning 

math [6], [12]. 

Teaching young children is difficult because they 

lose interest very quickly so the game, we want to 

develop will have 5 chapters consisting of 10 levels, 

each chapter will be a tutorial lesson of how to solve 

a subject creatively. I f the users have already 

completed each chapter, they can unlock certain 

rewards. Every level passed will be given 3 diamonds 

to be used for hints on the next level when the user 

is struggling[23]. 

Not all kids will be able to use E-learning since 

there are low-income families that have no access to 

the internet. Even though an application is developed 

to support E-Learning, it will not be accessible to 

every student since there are people who are not 

exposed to the latest technology advancement. The 

demographics with less exposure to technology, only 

gain knowledge and education from school [17], [18].  

Promoting E-learning in the form of games can be 

challenging since most parents have a negative 

perspective on online games [14]. Due to the 

impression that online games are not considered an 

educational tool. They are not familiar with the 

concept of online learning through games. Adults 

worry that playing games might have a bad impact on 

their children’s behavior [22]. They are also 

concerned that children will prefer to play a game 

instead of socializing outside the house [19], [21]. 

With the proliferation of technology advancement 

today more resources can be utilized to deliver 

education.[24][25] Educating can be delivered 

beyond the school classroom, with the technology 

today it can be through the use of internet and games 

as the most important eLearning component[26][27]. 

eLearning may be termed as a network-enabled 

transfer of skills and knowledge, and most of that as 

knowledge transformation. E-Learning can is 

perceived as something unfamiliar with parents, 

however, with the constant exposure to the 

technology they can receive a better understanding 

that children can learn through the internet and online 

games intended to educate them[28][29]. 

Furthermore, E-learning has its benefits that can help 

improve the learning process where it equips students 

with knowledge that can be retrieved online[30]. 

Online learning through games has its advantages, by 

learning individually, it enables students to learn at 

their own pace in the way of fun and entertain 

atmosphere as when they learn as they play the game 

itself [31]. 

 

II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

Before “Mathsol”, a similar application is 

developed to aid online learning called "e-learning 

tool for kids in Mauritius". The education of 

Mauritius was is modeled according to the British 

system since it was previously colonized by them. 

After being independent of the British, the 

government has focused on and prioritize the 

education of the country [16]. By focusing on 

education, the country will be able to tackle 

challenges in various industries such as regarding 

investments and resources. Their e-learning tool is to 

be customized for Mauritian kids. The online e-

learning system platform is on a web-application. The 

website is focused on students between the age of 8 to 

16 years old. With the web-application implemented 

as part of the education system, it has improved the 

quality of the education that aids self-learning among 

students [5].  

Aside from that, there is another previous research 

called “E-Learning and Its Effects on Teaching and 

Learning in a Global Age”. The research was 

developed to support the learning process by being 

able to interact through the web-application [5]. By 

implementing e-learning and having the platform, 

various resources are required such as faculty, money, 

time, and other resources. As with other educational 

materials, there are two major approaches to the 

evaluation of e-learning which are the process and its 

outcomes [9]. 
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III. PROPOSED IDEA 

There are roughly 5 million households in the 

world with children who do not have Internet access 

at home. This can affect a student’s academic 

performance as they can’t connect with people, do 

independent research, or do online homework. The 

solution to the first problem is, they do not always 

have to do it at home because the government has now 

provided us with free Wi-Fi in every place, allowing 

students to access the Internet and complete their 

works. If they do not have a smartphone, they can 

access it through computers because our E-learning is 

also available in the form of the website. Parents 

could now think about putting the Internet at home for 

good. And if the children still do not understand how 

to play the game even though they have been given a 

tutorial, the developers can create a discussion forum 

where children can ask the "expert" to help solve 

problems that the user is having difficulties [11]. 

Teaching young children has its challenges due to 

the limited attention span [11]. Therefore, by 

developing a game-based application, it will help 

keep the learning process interesting and regardless of 

their age, children like to play online games [13]. The 

application will be made as interactive as possible 

therefore the user will be intrigued and will be 

interested in solving the existing challenges [15].  

All parents want their children to receive the best 

education. Using technology to study is foreign to 

most parents, as they didn’t get this when they were 

still at school [11]. If parents want the best education 

for their child, they have to be familiar with E-

learning platforms because, in this era, all people are 

moving to the technology. If parents do not believe if 

their children have been playing or studying, they can 

easily log in to the parent's account to check their 

kid’s activities [15]. 

In fig 1, we can see the use case for our mobile 

games application, which explains the interaction 

between two actors (user & admin) with the system. 

The user before using the mobile games application 

should download from play store, do the registration 

and then they can log in to it, choose the grade they 

want to master, and finally play the games provided. 

Moreover, the admin role is to update the level of the 

user after they have completed the level and also must 

fix the bug daily to prevent software problems. 

  
(a)                                            (b) 

 
Fig. 2.  (a) Login user interface, (b) Sign up user interface  

 
 
Fig. 1.  Use Case Diagram of the mobile games application 
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Figure 2(a) shows the user interface when the user 

should enter their username and password before 

login to the mobile games application as the process 

is shown in the use case diagram in figure 1. 

Moreover, figure 2(b) shows the user interface when 

the user should do the registration as seen in the use 

case diagram in figure 1 by entering their information 

such as username, email, birthday, and password.  

After the user do the login as seen in figure 2(a) 

then, the user can directly choose their school’s grade 

as shown in figure 3(a), where this mobile games 

application is preferable for kids and the materials 

provided only for primary school students from grade 

1 until grade 6. The optional grade will be influenced 

by the age of user player, were 1st grade for age 6 to 

7 and 6th grade for age 12 to 13. However, the user 

player can freely choose which grade that they want 

to play for it and the content of the math subject 

should be different for each grade as refer to the 

primary school curriculum. As seen in figure 3(a) 

each grade will be colored differently to make it easy 

for users to differentiate.   

For example, if the user chooses grade 1, then they 

can click it and it will be directed to the user interface 

as seen in figure 3(b) were content with some chapters 

with some level games each. The first chapter as the 

first level is open automatically and other next 

chapters will be opened depending on when the user 

player can finish for playing the game in the previous 

chapter. As seen in figure 3(b), it is shown that the rest 

of the chapters are still locked and to unlock it, the 

user player must complete the previous chapter. 

Once the user opens the chapter box, it will be 

directed to the introduction page like seen in figure 

4(a). It gives a summary of what lessons will be 

learned in that chapter. Users can click the “watch 

tutorial” button if they still need more explanation 

about the topic and need an assistant. If not, the user 

can just start the game or go back to the chapter page. 

In figure 4(b), it is the first level of the chapter, which 

is assigned math’s addition. Users will be given 3 

choices for them to choose which one is the right 

answer to the question given. Since the user hasn’t 

answered any levels yet, their diamond remains 0 so 

they are not able to use the hint. We are using an apple 

image for the counting to make it more fun because 

kids tend to despise seeing numbers on the problem-

solving.  

Figure 5 shows the model database design for the 

mobile games application which content with 8 tables 

database such as user, userGrade, UserPlaying, 

 
(a)                                                         (b) 

 

Fig. 3.  (a) user interface of choosing grade, (b) User interface of Grade 

1 

  

 
 

(a)                                         (b)       
 

Fig. 4.  User interface of Intro grade 1, (b) User interface of level 1 
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content, forum, comment, feedback, and rating, where 

the four tables inside dot line as main tables while 

other tables as supporting tables. Thus, tables such as 

user, userGrade, UserPlaying, and content are main 

tables which are related to main games process of 

mobile games application whilst tables such as forum, 

comment, feedback, and rating are supporting tables 

which complete the mobile games application with 

supporting features such as a forum, feedback, and 

rating.   

1. Table User. 

Table user as data user player recording has a 

purpose to record user player data such as 

username, gender, email, dateofbirth, password, 

and totalscore, where attribute totalscore is 

collected from every user player’s activities as 

recorded in table userplaying. Moreover, 

attribute totalscore in table user with primary key 

IdUser which is also collected from every 

attribute TotGradeScore from table Usergrade. 

2. Table UserGrade. 

Meanwhile, table usergrade is a table that 

contains the summarize score playing for each 

grade level, and so why tables user and usergrade 

has 1 to many associations where each user 

player can play in any available grade in table 

content. Moreover, since table usergrade as grade 

summarization score, then every playing in each 

any grade level in table userplaying will be 

summarized per grade in table usergrade and so 

why tables usergrade and userplaying has 1 to 

many association. Table usergrade has a similar 

primary key with table User or sometime this 

table usergrade can be called a weak class, where 

its primary key depends on strong class where in 

this case is table user.  Thus, table usergrade is 

grade score summarization which summarizes 

score per grade level where GradeID as grade 

identification with six options grade. 

3. Table UserPlaying.  

Moreover, table userplaying is a table that 

records every user player's activities such as date 

and time to log in the system and the grade level 

that they play for it and the grade score when they 

play on that grade level. Each user player can 

play the games in many times so why table user 

to table userplaying has 1 to many association. 

Table user playing has a primary key as a 

composite key which is a combination of two 

foreign keys like Iduser+ContentID, where 

foreign key Iduser refers to table user and foreign 

key ContentID refer to table content. Table 

userplaying has 1 to many association with table 

content where it means that when the user plays 

the games then it will be recorded as one record 

when playing in any level game in the chapter as 

part of grade level. 

4. Table Content.  

This table is a table that content with questions 

that are showed in mobile games application, 

including a score for each question, which was 

arranged in grade, chapter, and level, where there 

are six grades and each grade has many chapters 

and each chapter has a level. The composition of 

attributes grade, chapter, and level will as 

Primary key for attribute ContentID which refers 

to a list of questions that will be shown in the 

mobile games application. This table content is 

only related to table userplaying which has 1 to 

many association where each content played will 

be recorded in one record in table userplaying. 

5. Table forum. 

Table forum is a table database recording for 

online discussion as a complementary feature for 

this mobile game application where user player 

can share their knowledge regarding this mobile 

game application and primary school education. 

User player can raise many threads as possible, 

so why table user has 1 to many association to 

 
Fig. 5.  Class diagram of mobile games application 
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table forum. Table forum has primary key 

Idforum and two attributes such as date_Forum 

and Comments which record the date and time 

when the thread is raised and the thread’s 

information. Moreover, attribute IdUser will add 

as a foreign key in table forum which related to 

Primary key in table User. As we are already 

known, a thread is a new discussion started and 

can be replied by many other user players and 

table comment is a complement for table Forum. 

6. Table comment. 

Table comment is the complement for table 

forum where each thread in each record in table 

forum can be replied with many comments and 

so why the table comment has 1 to many 

association with table forum. Moreover, 1 to 

many association between table comment and 

User shows that user players can choose which 

thread comment that they want to reply and they 

can do repeatedly. Furthermore, The table 

comments equipped with other two attributes 

such as Date_comm which record the date and 

time when the reply is raised and reply’s 

comments. Attribute Iduser will be added to this 

table as a foreign key to table user as 

confirmation who give the reply for the thread in 

table forum and attribute Idforum from table 

forum will be added as well as a foreign key to 

table forum as a relation that which forum’s 

thread that they comment for it.  

7. Table rating. 

Another complement feature for this mobile 

game application is user rating where the user 

player can give a rating for each playing 

transaction where the questions for rating will be 

listed more detail in programming 

implementation and the score will be summed up 

in attribute score. Other attributes such as 

daterate will record the date and time when the 

rating is recorded. This table rating has 0..1 to 1 

association to table userplaying where means that 

user after play the games can not (zero) and can 

give their rating regarding the games. Whenever 

the user does not give their rating then there is no 

record will be created. Composite key 

Iduser+Contentid in table userplaying will be 

added to table rating as a foreign key which 

confirms relation to that table.  

8. Table feedback. 

Giving feedback to the mobile game application 

is another feature that can help the system to 

maintain for future implementation where at the 

end of the day by listening feedback from the user 

who uses this mobile game application will give 

significant future progress for this mobile game 

application as user-friendly mobile games 

application. All the feedback comment will be 

recorded at attribute feedback and the date and 

time will be saved in attribute Datefeed when the 

feedback comment is recorded  

The same as table rating this table has 0..1 to 1 

association to table userplaying where means that 

user after play the games can not (zero) and can 

give their feedback regarding the games. 

Whenever the user does not give their feedback 

then there is no record will be created. Also, 

composite key Iduser+Contentid in table 

userplaying will be added to table feedback as a 

foreign key which confirms relation to table 

userplaying. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Education in this era is fascinating thanks to these 

modern technology kids could positively use the 

internet, although not all kids can experience these 

changes. We also hope that education authorities 

could give a solution to kids who couldn’t afford 

modernize technology. E-Learning is just not a 

change in technology. Learners will also have access 

to millions or billions of knowledge modules, in many 

fields, E-Learning has become the default way to 

provide education because of its effectiveness. 

One thing to note is that E-Learning is not intended 

to replace conventional methods and learning in the 

classroom, it aims to create an augmented learning 

environment where technology is used to deliver a 

combined range of teaching & learning techniques 

aimed at maximizing individual’s participation. 

Currently, the development of this game is still 

simple as it is and this game needs to be developed 

more detail. For future development, all the content 

attributes in each table should be developed and 

extended and there will be other tables as a 

compliment. The content of rating will be broken 

down into specific ratings as the specifications needed 

by the developer to make this mobile game 

application become better mobile games application 

and easy to use for particularly children in primary 

school ages.  
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